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Description/Specification

Title:
Identifying Seizures Using Heart Data from Two or More Windows

A. Cross-reference to Related Applications

[H I ] Th is application relates to the fo llowing com mon ly assigned co-pending applicatio n

entitled :

[ 2] "Identifying Seizu res Using Heart Rate Decrease," Ser. No. 13/093,475 , f i led April 25,

2011.

B. Background

1. Technical Field of the Present Disclosure

[H3] The present d isclosu re relates genera lly to the field of seizu re identification and more

pa rticu larly to the field of identifying seizu res by monito ring and co mparing hea rt data from

two or more windows.

2 . Background of the Present Disclosure

[H4] Seizu res generally are characterized by abnorma l/excessive neu ral activity in the brain .

Seizu res may involve loss of consciousness or awareness, and cause falls, uncontrollable

convu lsions, etc. Significant inju ries may resu lt not on ly from the neu rona l activity in the brain

but also from the associated loss of moto r function from falls or the inability to perceive and/o r

respond appropriately to potentia l danger or harm .

[H5] It is importa nt to identify seizu res as quickly as possible after the onset of the seizu re to

allow co rrective action to be taken immediately, including ad ministering thera py or intervening

to prevent inju ry to the patient. It is also impo rtant to be able to identify and record seizu res

that have occu rred to accu rately assess the state of the patient's condition and determine

whether therapies are effective or shou ld be modified . Seizu re detection algorith ms have been



proposed using a variety of body parameters to detect seizures, including brain waves (e.g.,

electroencephalogram or EEG signals), heart beats (e.g., electrocardiogram or EKG signals), and

movements (e.g., triaxial accelerometer signals). See, e.g., US Patent Serial No. 5,928,272, and

US Application Serial No. 12/770,562, both of which are hereby incorporated by reference

herein.

Detection of seizures using heart data requires that the algorithm distinguish between

pathological changes in the detected heart signal (which indicate a seizure) and non-

pathological changes that may be similar to pathological changes but involve normal

physiological functioning. For example, the heart rate may rise both when a seizure event

occurs and when the patient exercises, climbs stairs or performs other physiologically

demanding acts.

Seizure detection algorithms, in some instances, may need to distinguish between

changes in heart rate due to a seizure and those due to exertional or positional/postural

changes. As noted, it is important to detect seizures quickly and accurately. However, current

algorithms fail to provide rapid and accurate detection. Current algorithms also fail to provide

an indication of when the seizure has ended and the danger to the patient is reduced. The

present invention addresses limitations associated with existing cardiac-based seizure detectior

algorithms.

C. Summary

In one respect, disclosed is a method for characterizing a seizure event in a patient, the

method comprising determining a time of beat sequence of the patient's heart, determining a

first HR measure for a first window, determining a second HR measure for a second window,

wherein at least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window, determining at

least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said second HR measure,

identifying the onset of a seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR

parameter crosses an onset threshold, and identifying an end of the seizure event in response

to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses an offset threshold.



[H9] In another respect, disclosed is a system for characterizing seizure events, the system

comprising one or more processors, one or more memory units coupled to the one or more

processors, the system being configured to determine a time of beat sequence of the patient's

heart, determine a first HR measure for a first window, determine a second HR measure for a

second window, wherein at least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window,

determine at least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said second HR

measure, identify the onset of a seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR

parameter crosses an onset threshold, and identify an end of the seizure event in response to

determining that at least one HR parameter crosses is an offset threshold.

[H10] In yet another respect, disclosed is a computer program product embodied in a

computer-operable medium, the computer program product comprising logic instructions, the

logic instructions being effective to determine a first HR measure for a first window in a time

series of heart beat data for a patient, determine a second HR measure for a second window,

wherein at least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window, determining at

least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said second HR measure, identify

the onset of a seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses

an onset threshold, and identify an end of the seizure event in response to determining that at

least one HR parameter crosses an offset threshold.

[Ull] In some respects, disclosed is a method for characterizing a seizure event in a patient,

the method comprising determining heart rate (HR) versus time, determining a first HR

measure for a first window, determining a second HR measure for a second window, wherein at

least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window, and wherein the first

window and the second window are separated by an intermediate window, determining at

least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said second HR measure, and

identifying an onset of the seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR

parameter crosses an onset threshold.



[H12] In some respects, disclosed is a system for characterizing a seizure event in a patient,

the system comprising one or more processors, one or more memory units coupled to the one

or more processors, the system being configured to determine heart rate (HR) versus time,

determine a first HR measure for a first window, determine a second HR measure for a second

window, wherein at least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window, and

wherein the first window and the second window are separated by an intermediate window,

determine at least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said second HR

measure, and identify an onset of the seizure event in response to determining that at least one

HR parameter crosses an onset threshold.

[H13] In some respects, disclosed is a computer program product embodied in a computer-

operable medium, the computer program product comprising logic instructions, the logic

instructions being effective to determine heart rate (HR) versus time, determine a first HR

measure for a first window, determine a second HR measure for a second window, wherein at

least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window, and wherein the first

window and the second window are separated by an intermediate window, determine at least

one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said second HR measure, and identify

an onset of the seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter

crosses an onset threshold.

[H14] Numerous additional embodiments are also possible.

[H15] One particular advantage provided by at least one of the disclosed embodiments is a

seizure detection algorithm that identifies both the start (or onset) of a seizure and the end of

the seizure. An additional advantage provided by at least one of the disclosed embodiments is

an algorithm with improved accuracy in detecting seizures.

D. Brief Description of the Drawings

[H16] Other objects and advantages of the present disclosure may become apparent upon

reading the detailed description and upon reference to the accompanying drawings.



[H17] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a system for identifying a seizure using heart beat

data, in accordance with some embodiments.

[H18] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an alternative system for identifying a seizure

using heart beat data, in accordance with some embodiments.

[H19] Figure 3 is diagram illustrating an example of a circular buffer that may be used to store

a moving window of heart beat data, in accordance with some embodiments.

[H20] Figure 4 is a diagram illustrating an example of obtaining heart beat data from a subject

using electrocardiogram equipment, in accordance with some embodiments.

[H21] Figure 5 is a graph of heart rate versus time illustrating an example of identifying the

onset of a seizure using heart rate measures in two or three windows, in accordance with some

embodiments.

[H22] Figure 6 is a graph of heart rate versus time illustrating an example of identifying the

offset of a seizure using heart rate measures in two or three windows, in accordance with some

embodiments.

[ 23] Figure 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for identifying a seizure onset and an

end of the seizure using heart rate data, in accordance with some embodiments.

[H24] Figure 8 is a flow diagram illustrating a method for identifying a seizure onset and an

end of the seizure using heart rate data using an intermediate window, in accordance with

some embodiments.

[ 25] Figure 9 is a flow diagram illustrating an alternative method for identifying a seizure

onset and an end of the seizure using heart rate data, in accordance with some embodiments.



[ 26] While the present disclosure is subject to various modifications and alternative forms,

specific embodiments of the claimed subject matter are shown by way of example in the

drawings and the accompanying detailed description. The drawings and detailed description

are not intended to limit the present claimed subject matter to the particular embodiments.

This disclosure is instead intended to cover all modifications, equivalents, and alternatives

falling within the scope of the present claimed subject matter.

E. Detailed Description

[ 27] One or more embodiments of the present claimed subject matter are described below.

It should be noted that these and any other embodiments are exemplary and are intended to

be illustrative of the claimed subject matter rather than limiting. While the present claimed

subject matter is widely applicable to different types of systems, it is impossible to include all of

the possible embodiments and contexts of the present claimed subject matter in this

disclosure. Upon reading this disclosure, many alternative embodiments of the present claimed

subject matter will be apparent to persons of ordinary skill in the art.

[ 28] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules, circuits, and algorithm steps described in

connection with the embodiments disclosed here may be implemented as electronic/computer

hardware, computer software, or combinations of the two. Various illustrative components,

blocks, modules, circuits, and steps are described generally in terms of their functionality.

Whether such functionality is implemented as hardware or software may depend upon the

particular application and imposed design constraints. The described functionality may be

implemented in varying ways for each particular application, but such implementation

decisions should not be interpreted as causing a departure from the scope of the present

claimed subject matter.

[ 29] In general, a seizure may cause an increase in a subject's heart rate (HR) during the

onset of the seizure and a corresponding decrease in HR during/after the offset of a seizure.

Typically, the HR may be at a resting HR before the seizure, may increase at the beginning of a

seizure, rise to a certain peak HR during the seizure, and then decrease back to a resting HR



after the seizure has ended. This series of HR changes associated with the seizure may be used

in the seizure identification process.

[H30] Referring to Figure 1, a particular illustrative embodiment of a block diagram illustrating

a system for identifying a seizure using heart rate data is shown and generally designated 100.

System 100 may include a heart rate data analyzer 110, which is configured to receive and

analyze heart beat data 125. Heart beat data 125 may be a series of heart beats at given points

in time. The heart beat data may be received in real time or near real time from a subject or

the heart beat data may be data that was previously recorded and is being received from a

storage device. In some embodiments, heart rate may be computed from the received heart

beat data. In alternative embodiments, heart rate data may be received directly instead of or in

addition to the heart beat data.

[H31] In some embodiments, heart rate data analyzer 110 may be configured to analyze the

heart beat data 125 and identify seizure events that the subject may have suffered and/or is

currently suffering. Heart rate data analyzer 110 may be configured to monitor the heart rate

within a certain window. In some embodiments, the window may comprise two or more

windows of heart rate data or heart beat data 125. In some embodiments, a seizure onset (or

seizure beginning) and a seizure end may be identified by comparing statistical measures of

heart rate values in the windows.

[H32] The functionality of heart rate data analyzer 110 may be implemented using one or

more processors such as processor(s) 115 and one or more memory units coupled to the one or

more processors such as memory unit(s) 120. The system 100 may be configured to determine

heart rate (HR) versus time, to determine a first HR measure for a first window, and to

determine a second HR measure for a second window, where at least a portion of the first

window occurs after the second window. "HR measure" may refer to an instantaneous HR or

may refer to a statistical measure of central tendency (e.g., a median or an average/mean) in a

window (e.g., a time window or a number-of-beats window). Parameters such as HRV



measures, or differences and/or ratios of short and long windows may be used to provide

meaningful indications of changes in the cardiac status of a patient.

[H33] The system 100 may be further configured to determine at least one HR parameter

based upon said first HR measure and said second HR measure, to identify an onset of the

seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses an onset

threshold, and to identify an end of the seizure event in response to determining that at least

one HR parameter crosses an offset threshold.

[H34] Additionally, the first window and the second window may be separated by an

intermediate window. The first window, the intermediate window, and the second window

may be windows in either a time domain or a heart beat domain.

[H35] Additionally, the first HR measure may be a first median HR in the first window, the

second HR measure may be a second median HR in the second window, at least one HR

parameter may be a ratio of the first median HR to the second median HR, the at least one HR

parameter crossing the onset threshold may comprise the HR parameter being greater than the

onset threshold. In one embodiment, the onset threshold may be 1.25, and the offset

threshold may be a number less than 1.0, for example about 0.9.

[H36] Additionally, the at least one HR parameter crossing the offset threshold may comprise

the HR parameter being less than the offset threshold.

[H37] Referring to Figure 2, a block diagram is provided showing one example of an

embodiment of a system for identifying a seizure using heart beat data.

[H38] The system, generally designated 200, may include a heart rate data analyzer 210, a

heart beat detector 230 operative to provide heart beat data 225 to the heart rate data

analyzer 210, a human interface input device 235, and a human interface output device 240.



The heart rate data analyzer 210 may include one or more memory unit(s) 220 and one or more

processor(s) 215.

[H39] In some embodiments, heart rate data analyzer 210 may be configured to receive and

analyze heart beat data 225. Heart beat data 225 may be a time series of heart beat values

sensed at given points in time. The heart beat data may be being received in real time or near

real time from heart beat detection equipment, such as heart beat detector 230, connected to

a subject. Heart beat detector 230, in some embodiments may comprise electrocardiogram

equipment, which is configured to couple to a subject's body in order to detect the subject's

heart beat. In some embodiments, a seizure may be identified by comparing median or

average heart rate values in the windows.

[H40] In some embodiments, heart rate data analyzer 210 may be configured to analyze the

heart beat data and identify one o r more of an onset (beginning) and an end of a seizure event

that the patient may have suffered. The functionality of heart rate data analyzer 210 may be

implemented using one or more processors such as processor(s) 215 and one or more memory

units coupled to the one o r more processors such as memory unit(s) 220.

[H41] Heart rate data analyzer 110 of Fig. 1 and heart rate data analyzer 210 of Fig. 2 may be

configured to monitor the heart rate within a certain window. In some embodiments, the

window may comprise two or more windows of heart beat data. In some embodiments, a

seizure onset and/or offset may be identified by determining one o r more parameters based on

the statistical measures of heart rate in the windows, and by comparing those parameters to

seizure onset and/or seizure end thresholds, respectively.

[H42] Heart rate data analyzer 210 may also be coupled to human interface input device 235

and human interface output device 240. Human interface input device 235 may be configured

to allow a user of the system to input data into the system and to generally control various

options. Accordingly, human interface input device 235 may be at least one of a keyboard, a

touch screen, a microphone, a video camera, etc.



[H43] Human interface output device 240 may be configured to provide information to a user

of the system visually, audibly, etc. Accordingly, human interface output device 240 may be at

least one of a display, one or more audio speakers, haptic feedback device, etc. In some

embodiments, input device 235 and output device 240 may comprise a single physical unit. In

some embodiments, heart rate data analyzer 210, input device 235, and output device 240 may

comprise a single physical unit.

[H44] Referring to FIG. 3, a particular embodiment of a circular buffer used to store a moving

window of heart beat data is shown and generally designated 310. The circular buffer 310 may

be configured to store two o r more windows of heart beat data, for which computations may

be performed in order to identify the onset and/or offset of an epileptic seizure. Circular buffer

310 may comprise first window 325, intermediate window 320, and second window 315. First

window 325 may comprise the newest heart beat data, intermediate window 320 may

comprise intermediate heart beat data, and second window 315 may comprise the oldest heart

beat data.

[H45] In some embodiments, circular buffer 310 is configured to store a moving window of

heart beat data versus time. Heart beat data in the circular buffer 310 shifts to the left as new

heart beat data enters the right side of the circular buffer 310. As the heart rate data shifts to

the left, the older data at the left side of the circular buffer 310 is overwritten, and thereby

removed, at the left side of the circular buffer 310. Therefore, as newer heart beat data enters

the circular buffer 310, the windows "move" to the right in time.

[H46] In some embodiments, circular buffer 310 may be configured to store two or more

windows of heart beat data, for which computations may be performed in order to identify the

onset and/or offset of a seizure. In some embodiments, only data from first window 325 and

second window 315 may be used in the calculations while data from intermediate window 320

may be discarded as discussed here. Circular buffer 310 may be implemented similarly for

either time windows, number-of-beats windows, o r embodiments in which some of the

windows 325, 320, and 315 are time windows and others are number-of-beats windows.



[H47] Referring to Figure 4, a particular embodiment of a system for monitoring heart beat

data from a subject is shown and generally designated 400. System 400 may include a

computer 410, a heart beat sensor 440, and a controller 455.

[H48] In some embodiments, heart beat and/or heart rate data may be collected by using an

external o r implanted heart beat sensor and related electronics (such as heart beat sensor 440),

and a controller that may be wirelessly coupled to the sensor for detecting seizure events based

upon the patient's heart signal, such as controller 455. In one embodiment, sensor 440 may

comprise electrodes in an externally worn patch adhesively applied to a skin surface of patient

485. The patch may include electronics for sensing and determining a heart beat signal (e.g., an

ECG signal), such as an electrode, an amplifier and associated filters for processing the raw

heart beat signal, an A/D converter, a digital signal processor, and in some embodiments, an RF

transceiver wirelessly coupled to a separate controller unit, such as controller 455. In some

embodiments, the controller unit may be part of the patch electronics.

[H49] The controller 455 may implement an algorithm for detection of seizure events based

on the heart signal. It may comprise electronics and memory for performing computations of,

e.g. HR parameters such as median HR values for the first and second windows, determination

of ratios and/or differences of the first and second HR measures, and determination of seizure

onset and offset times according to the foregoing disclosure. In some embodiments, the

controller 455 may include a display and an input/output device. The controller 455 may

comprise part of a handheld computer such as a PDA, a cellphone, an iPod® or iPad®, etc.

[H50] In the example shown, patch 440 may be placed on a body surface suitable for detection

of heart signals. Electrical signals from the sensing electrodes may be then fed into patch

electronics for filtering, amplification and A/D conversion and other preprocessing, and creation

of a time-of-beat sequence (e.g., an R-R interval data stream), which may then be transmitted

to controller 455. Patch 440 may be configured to perform various types of processing to the

heart rate data, including filtering, determination of R-wave peaks, calculation of R-R intervals,



etc. In some embodiments, the patch electronics may include the functions of controller 455,

illustrated in Fig. 4 as separate from patch 440.

[H51] The time-of-beat sequence may be then provided to controller 455 for processing and

determination of seizure onset and offset times and related seizure metrics. Controller 455

may be configured to communicate with computer 410. Computer 410 may be located in the

same location or computer 410 may be located in a remote location from controller 455.

Computer 410 may be configured to further analyze the heart data, store the data, retransmit

the data, etc. Computer 410 may comprise a display for displaying information and results to

one or more users as well as an input device from which input may be received by the one or

more users. In some embodiments, controller 455 may be configured to perform various tasks

such as calculating first and second HR measures, HR parameters, comparing HR parameters to

appropriate thresholds, and determining of seizure onset and seizure end times, and other

seizure metrics.

[H52] In some respects, disclosed is a computer program product embodied in a computer-

operable medium, the computer program product comprising logic instructions, the logic

instructions being effective to determine heart rate (HR) versus time, to determine a first HR

measure for a first window, to determine a second HR measure for a second window, where at

least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window. The logic instructions are

further effective to determine at least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and

said second HR measure, to identify an onset of the seizure event in response to determining

that at least one HR parameter crosses an onset threshold, and to identify an end of the seizure

event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses an offset threshold.

[H53] Additionally, in some embodiments the first window and the second window are

separated by an intermediate window. The first window, the intermediate window, and the

second window may be windows in either a time domain or heart beat domain.



[H54] Additionally, the first HR measure may be a statistical measure of central tendency of

heart rate in the first window (e.g., a median o r average), the second HR measure may be a

statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate in the second window, the at least one HR

parameter may be a ratio of the first HR measure and the second HR measure, the at least one

HR parameter crossing the onset threshold may comprise the HR parameter being greater than

the onset threshold. In one embodiment, the onset threshold may be 1.25, and the offset

threshold may be 1.1.

[H55] Additionally, the at least one HR parameter crossing the offset threshold may comprise

the HR parameter being less than the offset threshold.

[H56] Additionally, the first window, the intermediate window, and the second window may

be moving windows stored in a circular buffer, such as the circular buffer 310 of Figure 3 .

[H57] In some embodiments, system 400 may be configured to detect a seizure by monitoring

heart beat data versus time data for a subject/patient. The subject's time of beat sequence

may be obtained in real time or near real time using various methods, including well-known

electrocardiogram (ECG) processes. In alternative embodiments, previously stored/recorded

HR data may be provided for analysis.

[H58] It should also be noted that the heart beat data may be also received as a series of heart

beats, each with a time stamp. In such embodiments, HR may be computed from the heart

beat data. In some embodiments, the HR may be computed by dividing 60 by the time (in

seconds) between two consecutive heart beats. In other embodiments, more advanced

mathematical methods may be implemented (such as filtering, etc.) to more accurately

compute HR data from heart beat data. In some embodiments, calculations may be performed

using heart beat data (e.g., R-R intervals) instead of heart rate data. Although many particular

embodiments hereinafter are described with calculations based on heart rate and/or heart rate

parameters, similar o r equivalent calculations may be performed using heart beat data and/or

parameters, without determining heart rate.



[H59] In general, a seizu re may cause an increase in a subject's HRduring the onset of the

seizu re and a corresponding decrease in HRdu ring/after the offset of a seizu re. Typically, the

HR may be at a resting HR before the seizu re, may increase at the beginn ing of a seizu re, rise to

a certain peak HRduring the seizu re, and then decrease back to a resting HRafter the seizu re

has ended . This series of HRchanges associated with the seizu re may be used in the seizu re

identificatio n process.

[H60] Referring to FIG . 5, a particu la r i llustrative embodiment of a gra ph of hea rt rate versus

time i l lustrating an exa mple of identifying the onset of a seizu re using heart rate measu res in

two or t hree windows is shown and genera lly designated 510.

[H61] Graph 510 shows the rise of a subject's hea rt rate (H R) fro m a pre-ictal baseline HRto a

peak HR (at point 540) following the onset of a seizu re at time S 545. Grap h 510 also shows the

decrease of a su bject's heart rate (H R) from peak HR540 to a post-ictal baseline HR (at point

550) following the end of a seizu re. Examp les of moving time windows of HRdata are also

shown . In this exam ple, the moving windows comprise first window 525, intermediate window

520, and seco nd window 515, determined for a time Td occu rring at the end of the first

window, at a time when a seizu re event is detected . As i l lustrated, window 525 comp rises an

immediately preceding time period relative to time Td 547, and may be referred to as a

foreground time window. Time window 515, in co ntrast, occu rs in a time period prior to

window 525, and may be referred to as a backgrou nd time window. Time window 520 occu rs

between windows 525 and 515 and may be termed an intermediate window. As time moves

forwa rd from time Td 547, the windows 525, 520, and 515 wou ld also move forward, and HR

measu res determined fo r those windows wou ld li kewise change as the heart beats falling

with in the windows change.

[ 62] As illustrated in Figu re 5, intermediate window 520 occu rs in the early phase of an HR

increase, and comprises a period of time later than seco nd window 515, which occu rs in a

period of time prior to the emergence of an HR increase, while first window 525 occu rs in a



later phase of an HR increase, and comprises a period of time later than intermediate window

520.

[ 63] In some embod iments, the onset of a seizu re may be identified by co mputing and

com paring heart rate measu res fo r first window 525 and second window 515 as discussed here.

The data from intermediate window 520, w hich may contain transient values, may be

discarded .

[ 64] Without being limited by theo ry, it is believed that providing an intermediate window

allows the tra nsitio nal effect of moving from a stable heart rate (second window) to an

increasing heart rate (first window) to be isolated and removed . Conseq uently, the contrast

between a relatively stable heart rate (second window) and an increasing heart rate (first

window), as measu red by a ratio of the windows, is detected more quickly. As shown in Fig. 5

for a point Td 547 at which a seizu re is detected, the average or median hea rt rate for the

background (second) window 515 remains low while the average or med ia n hea rt rate for the

foreground (first) window has risen noticea bly above the background rate. Because of

intermediate window 20, the va lue of the backgrou nd (second window) heart rate does not

reflect any of the increase in HRthat began at point S, associated with a HR increase caused by

a seizu re. Thus the ratio HR1/H R2 reaches a t hreshold value sooner.

[ 65] Referring to FIG . 6, a particu la r embodiment of a gra ph of hea rt rate versus time

illustrating an examp le of identifying the end of a seizu re using hea rt beat data in two or t hree

windows is shown and genera lly designated 610.

[ 66] Graph 610 shows the rise of a subject's hea rt rate (H R) fro m a sta ble HR (at point S645)

to a pea k HR (at point 640) following the onset of a seizu re. Grap h 610 also shows the decrease

of a subject's hea rt rate (HR) fro m a peak HR (at point 640) to a stable HR (at point 650)

following the end of a seizu re. An exam p le of a moving time window of HRdata is shown . In

this exam ple, the moving window com prises first window 625, intermediate window 620, and

second window 615.



[ 67] In some embod iments, the offset of the seizu re may be identified by computing and

com paring heart rate measu res fo r first window 625 and second window 615 as discussed here.

The data from intermediate window 620, w hich may contain transient values, may be

discarded .

[H68] Referring to Figu res 5-6, a window of HR (o r heart beat) values versus time may be

processed in order to identify a seizu re event. The window may be a moving window in time,

and in some embodiments, the window may be a moving window in real time in order to

provide rea l time or near rea l time detectio n of seizu res. In some embodiments, the moving

window may be a nu mber-of-beats window instead of a time window. The window may be

implemented using the circu la r buffer 310 of Figu re 3 . In so me embod iments, newer values

may enter the buffer on one side as o lder values are deleted from the buffer on the other side.

In some embod iments, the circu la r buffer 310 may be implemented using one or more pointers

to indicate the memory location of the buffer "sides", such that newer values simply overwrite

the older va lues while the side pointer(s) point to a new locatio n.

[ 69] In some embod iments, the time window may comprise two time/heart beat windows: a

first window and a second window, where at least a portion of the first window occu rs after the

second window. The first window may have a chosen first time/heart beat width, and the

second window may have a chosen second time/heart beat width . The first and second widths

may be each chosen in such a way as to optimize the identificatio n of seizu res. Fo r example,

the widths may be chosen by maximizing the accuracy of the identification process using binary

statistics.

[H70] In some embod iments, a f irst HR measu re may be computed fo r the first window, a

second HR measu re may be computed fo r the second window, and at least one HR pa rameter

may be determined based on the first HR measu re and the second HR measu re. A seizu re onset

may then be identified in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses an

onset t hreshold . Similarly, a seizu re offset may be identified in response to determining that at

least one HR pa rameter crosses an offset t hreshold .



[H71] In some embodiments, the first HR measure may be a first statistical measure of central

tendency of HR in the first window, and the second HR measure may be a second statistical

measure of central tendency of HR in the second window. In some embodiments, the first HR

measure and the second HR measure may be computed using various averaging methods such

the mean, the median, Gaussian-weighted values centered around a point in the window, etc.

[H72] In some embodiments, at least one of the HR parameters may be a ratio of the first HR

measure to the second HR measure. In alternative embodiments, at least one of the HR

parameters may be a difference between the first HR measure and the second HR measure. A

seizure onset may be then identified in response to determining that the HR parameter is

greater than an onset threshold value. Similarly, a seizure offset (the end of the seizure) may

be identified in response to determining that the HR parameter is less than an offset threshold

value.

[H73] In some embodiments, at least one of the HR parameters may be a duration of another

HR parameter exceeding a threshold value. For example, a seizure onset may be identified only

when a ratio of the first HR measure and the second HR measure exceeds a threshold value for

at least a defined time period, such as 5, 10, or 15 seconds. Such a duration constraint

threshold could be used to avoid a false positive detection when the patient undergoes a brief

period of HR elevation such as standing from a sitting or reclined position, or climbing a flight of

stairs.

[H74] In some embodiments, the first HR measure may be a first standard deviation of HR in

the first window, and the second HR measure may be a second standard deviation of HR in the

second window. In some embodiments, at least one of the HR parameters may be the

difference between the first standard deviation HR and the second standard deviation HR. In

some embodiments, at least one of the HR parameters may be a ratio of the first standard

deviation and the second standard deviation. A seizure onset o r offset may be then identified

(or in some embodiments, the seizure identification may be confirmed) in response to

determining that the HR parameter is greater than an onset o r offset threshold value.



[H75] In some embodiments, a seizure detection (i.e., the detection of a seizure onset) may be

additionally confirmed by determining that the end of the seizure occurs within a certain time

range from the seizure detection or onset. Accordingly, by restricting the time range within

which the offset of a seizure may occur after the onset of the seizure to typical time ranges for

a seizure, events with time ranges between detection of seizure onset and detection of seizure

end that do not fall within typical or known time ranges of seizures may be rejected as seizures.

In some embodiments, the time ranges may be patient-specific, i.e., determined from historical

data for the patient's own seizures, while in other embodiments the ranges may be based upon

aggregate data for particular patient populations. In alternative embodiments, events falling

outside seizure duration ranges may be classified as other (non-seizure) events based on factors

such as the magnitude, duration and trajectory of the rise and fall of the patient's heart rate.

For example, events with a time range of less than 5 seconds and greater than 10 minutes may

be rejected as seizures in some embodiments. In some embodiments, other data (e.g., a

triaxial accelerometer) may be used to confirm or reject seizures in conjunction with the

foregoing time ranges between seizure onset and seizure end.

[H76] In some embodiments, an intermediate window may be introduced between the first

and second windows. In some embodiments, HR values in the intermediate window may be

discarded and not used in either the first or the second window calculations. The intermediate

window may be introduced in order to discard transient values that may occur between the

first window, in which HR may have already increased, and the second window, where the HR

may be substantially at a stable value. By discarding transient values in the intermediate

window, the ability to distinguish between a relatively stable HR and an increasing HR based on

the first and second HR measures is increased.

[H77] In embodiments where moving windows are used, as the windows move, new HR

measures (and thus HR parameters) may be computed for each set of windows and the seizure

(onset and/or offset) identification test may be applied repeatedly.



[H78] In one exem p la ry embodiment, a circu lar buffer of a window of 50 hea rt beats or

sa mples may be used . The first window may be assigned 9 sa mples, the intermed iate window

may be assigned 14 sam ples, and the second window may be assigned 27 sa mples, fo r exam ple.

Accordingly, a seizu re onset may be identified in response to determining that the first average

HR is greater than the second average HR (in embod iments where the HR measu res are average

HRs fo r the respective windows) by 25%, or equiva lently that the ratio of the first HR measu re

t o the second HR measu re exceeds 1.25. Similarly, a seizu re offset may be identified in

response to determining that the f irst average HR is smaller tha n the second average HR (in

embodiments where the HR measu res are average HRs); i.e., the ratio of the first HR measu re

and the second HR measu re falls below 1 after in itially rising above a t hreshold exceeding 1. In

one embodiment, the detection may occu r when the first average HR is more than 10% smaller

than the second average HR, or equ ivalently that the ratio of the first HR measu re t o the

second HR measu re is less tha n about 0.9 .

[H79] In another embodiment, a moving time window may be used such that the beats with in

a short-term window (fo r exam ple 10 seconds) may be used t o determine a median HR based

on a l l of the beats with in that window. Since the window is a time window, the number of

beats used in determin ing the median HR may vary. An intermed iate time window may a lso be

proposed in w hich beats occu rring in that window are ignored . This window wou ld typically be

a relatively short time window, such as 5-10 seconds, although shorter or longer intermediate

windows are permissib le. Lastly, a longer time window, for exa mple the 300 seconds prior to

the intermediate window, may define a second window for determinatio n of a background HR

based upon a statistica l measu re of central tendency of the beats within that window. As with

the first window, the number of beats wou ld not be fixed .

[H80] It shou ld also be noted that, in some embodiments, the invention may be implemented

using a time-of-beat sequence for a patient's heart. In such embod iments, a sequence of times

is provided at w hich a characteristic cardiac value (such as Rwaves) are detected by a sensing

element. It will be app reciated that HR is determi ned from successive Rwaves by determining

the R-R interval (RRI) t hrough the fo rmu la HR= 60/RRI . Hea rt rate may be measu red on an



instanta neous basis using only the two immediately preceding Rwaves, although such

ca lcu lations are frequently characterized by significant variations relating to the natu ral heart

rate variability (HRV) associated with the respirato ry and other systems. For this reason,

med ia n or moving average HRvalues may be used over lo nger time fra mes, such as 5 seconds,

10 seconds or 30 seconds, to "smooth" the HRand provide a more mean ingfu l ind icatio n of

patient status.

[H81] Referring to FIG . 7, a particu la r embodiment of a flow diagram illustrating a method for

identifying a seizu re onset and a seizu re end using hea rt rate data is shown and generally

designated 700.

[H82] In some embod iments, the method illustrated in this figu re may be performed by one o r

more of the systems illustrated in Figu res 1-3 .

[H83] At block 710 of method 700, heart beat data versus time is determined . In some

embodiments, the data may be provided in rea l t ime or nea r real time or the data may be

previously stored data that may be retrieved from storage.

[H84] At block 715, a first HR measu re for a f irst window is determined, and at block 720, a

second HR measu re for a second window is determined, where at least a portion of the f irst

window occu rs after the second window.

[H85] At block 725, at least one HR pa rameter based upon said first HR measu re and said

second HR measu re is determined . In one non limiting exa mp le, one of the HR parameters may

be a ratio of the first and second HR measu res. In another non limiting exa mple, the difference

between the first HR measu re and the second HR measu re may a lso be used as a HR pa rameter

[H86] At block 730, an onset of the seizu re event may be identified in response to determining

that at least one HR pa rameter crosses an onset t hresho ld . At block 735, an end of the seizu re

event may be identified in response to determining that at least one HR pa rameter crosses an



offset threshold. In one nonlimiting example, a seizure onset may be identified when the ratio

of the first and second HR measures exceeds 1.25, and the seizure end may be identified when

the ratio falls below a threshold of about 1.0 (about 0.9, for example). In another example, an

end of a seizure may be detected when the first HR value reaches a peak value and begins to

decline, o r declines by more than a threshold percentage or a threshold bpm magnitude. Other

HR parameters may be used t o determine seizure onset and end. For example, duration

constraints may also be required, such that the seizure onset and offset may not be declared

unless the onset or offset threshold is exceeded for 5 consecutive seconds. For example, the

end of a seizure may be declared when the ratio of the first and second threshold falls below

1.0 and remains below 1.0 for 10 consecutive seconds, or alternatively that the first HR value

declines for 10 consecutive seconds.

[H87] Additionally, the method 700 may further comprise an intermediate window separating

the first window and the second window. The first window, the intermediate window, and the

second window may be windows in either a time domain or heart beat domain. Additionally,

the first window, the intermediate window, and the second window may be moving windows

stored in a circular buffer.

[H88] Additionally, the first HR measure may be a statistical measure of central tendency of

heart rate in the first window (e.g., a median o r average), the second HR measure may be a

statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate in the second window, at least one HR

parameter may be a ratio of the first HR measure and the second HR measure, identifying an

onset of the seizure event may comprise the HR parameter being greater than the onset

threshold, and identifying the end of the seizure event may comprise the HR parameter being

less than the offset threshold.

[H89] Referring to FIG. 8, a particular illustrative embodiment of a flow diagram illustrating a

method for identifying a seizure using heart rate data is shown and generally designated 800.

In some embodiments, the method illustrated in this figure may be performed by one o r more

of the systems illustrated in Figures 1-3.



[H90] At block 810 of method 800, heart beat data versus time is determined. In some

embodiments, the data may be provided in real time or near real time or the data may be

previously stored data that may be retrieved from storage.

[H91] At block 815, a first HR measure for a first window is determined, and at block 820, a

second HR measure for a second window is determined, where at least a portion of the first

window occurs after the second window, and where the first window and the second window

are separated by an intermediate window such that at least a portion of the intermediate

window occurs after the second window and before the first window.

[H92] At block 825, at least one HR parameter is determined based upon said first HR measure

and said second HR measure.

[H93] At block 830, an onset of the seizure event is identified in response to determining that

at least one HR parameter crosses an onset threshold.

[H94] Additionally, the method 800 may further comprise identifying an end of the seizure

event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses an offset threshold.

[H95] Referring to FIG. 9, a particular illustrative embodiment of a flow diagram illustrating a

method for identifying a seizure using heart rate data is shown and generally designated 900.

[H96] In some embodiments, the method illustrated in this figure may be performed by one o r

more of the systems illustrated in FIGS. 1-3.

[H97] At block 910, heart beat from a subject is detected. In some embodiments, an

electrocardiogram may be used to detect an R-wave sequence and determine a time-of-beat

sequence of a heart beat of the patient.

[H98] At block 915, a statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate in a first window is

determined using the detected time-of-beat sequence. The statistical measure may be



determined for R-R intervals rather than heart rate; the R-waves in the R-wave sequence need

not be mathematically transformed into heart rate using the formula HR = 60/(R-R interval).

Other heart rate measures for the first window. For example standard deviation of heart rate,

may also be determined.

[H99] At block 920, a statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate in a second window

is determined from the time-of-beat sequence, where the first window and the second window

are separated by an intermediate window such that at least a portion of the intermediate

window occurs after the second window and before the first window. Other heart rate

measures for the second window, for example standard deviation of heart rate, may also be

determined.

[H100] At block 930, one or more heart rate parameters may be determined for the first and

second windows from the heart rate measures determined in steps 915 and 920. The heart

rate parameters may include, for example, a ratio of the statistical measures of central

tendency of heart rate in the first and second windows; a difference between the statistical

measure of central tendency of heart rate in the first and second windows; a difference

between the first standard deviation of heart rate in the first window and the second window;

and a ratio of the standard deviations of heart rate in the first and second windows.

[H101] At decision 935, a determination is made as to whether at least one of one or more

seizure detection criteria is met. In one embodiment, the detection criteria may include one or

more of: 1) whether the ratio of the statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate for the

first window to the statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate for the second window

is greater than an onset threshold ratio (e.g., 1.25); and 2) whether the difference between the

statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate for the first window minus the statistical

measure of central tendency of heart rate for the second window exceeds a first difference

threshold. In some embodiments, the detection criteria may also include one or more of:

whether the first standard deviation is less than the second standard deviation; and whether

the ratio of the first standard deviation to the second standard deviation is less than a



threshold (e.g., 0.9). If the detection criteria of decision 935 is/are false, decision 935 branches

to the "no" branch and processing continues at block 910, where new data is processed.

[H102] On the other hand, if the condition(s) of decision 935 is/are true, decision 935 branches

to the "yes" branch where, at block 940, the time at which the decision criteria became true

(e.g., a timestamp) is indicated as a seizure onset time. In some embodiments, a detection (i.e.,

seizure onset) flag is set. In some embodiments, setting the detection flag indicates that a

seizure onset has been detected, a fact that will be used later during the processing.

[H103] At decision 945, a determination is made as t o whether at least one of one or more

seizure end decision criteria is met. In one embodiment, the seizure end criteria may include

one or more of: 1) whether the ratio of the statistical measure of central tendency of heart

rate in the first window to the statistical measure of central tendency in the second window is

below an offset threshold (e.g. 0.9); 2) whether an absolute value of a difference between the

statistical measure of central tendency of heart rate in the first window and the statistical

measure of central tendency of heart rate in the second window is above an offset difference

threshold (e.g., 10 bpm); and 3) whether the detection flag is set. If the condition(s) of decision

945 is false, decision 945 branches to the "no" branch and processing continues at block 910,

where new data is processed.

[H104] On the other hand, if the condition(s) of decision 945 is true, decision 945 branches to

the "yes" branch where, at block 950, the time at which the offset criteria became true is

indicated as a seizure end time, and in embodiments the detection (i.e., seizure onset) flag is

reset and/or cleared, o r a seizure end flag may be set. Appropriate determination and logging

of statistical and other measures of the seizure event (e.g., onset and offset time, duration,

magnitude of HR increase/decrease, etc.) may also be determined.

[11105] Processing subsequently returns to block 910, where new data is processed.



[H106] In some respects, disclosed is a method for characterizing a seizure event in a patient,

the method comprising determining heart rate (HR) versus time, determining a first HR

measure for a first window, determining a second HR measure for a second window, wherein

the first window occurs after the second window, and wherein the first window and the second

window are separated by an intermediate window, determining at least one HR parameter

based upon said first HR measure and said second HR measure, identifying an onset of the

seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses an onset

threshold and crosses a seizure end threshold after crossing the onset threshold.

[H107] In some respects, disclosed is a system for characterizing a seizure event in a patient,

the system comprising one or more processors, one or more memory units coupled to the one

or more processors, the system being configured to determine a time of beat sequence of the

patient's heart, determine a first HR measure for a first window, determine a second HR

measure for a second window, wherein at least a portion of the first window occurs after the

second window, determine at least one HR parameter based upon the first HR measure and the

second HR measure, identify a seizure event in response to determining 1) that at least a first

HR parameter crosses an onset threshold,, and 2) that at least a second HR parameter crosses a

seizure end threshold after the first HR parameter crosses the onset threshold.

[H108] Additionally, the first window and the second window may be separated by an

intermediate window. The first window, the intermediate window, and the second window

may be windows in either a time domain or a heart beat domain.

[H109] Additionally, the first HR measure may be a first median HR in the first window, the

second HR measure may be a second median HR in the second window, a first and second HR

parameter may be a ratio of the first median HR to the second median HR, the at least a first HR

parameter crossing the onset threshold may comprise the ratio of the first median HR to the

second median HR being greater than the onset threshold, and the at least a second HR

parameter crossing the seizure end threshold may comprise the ratio of the first median HR to



the second median HR being less than the offset threshold. In one embodiment, the onset

threshold may be 1.25, and the offset threshold may be 1.0.

[H110] In some respects, disclosed is a system for characterizing a seizure event in a patient,

the system comprising one or more processors, one or more memory units coupled to the one

or more processors, the system being configured to determine a time of beat sequence of the

patient's heart, determine a first HR measure for a first window, determine a second HR

measure for a second window, wherein the first window occurs after the second window, and

wherein the first window and the second window are separated by an intermediate window,

determine at least one HR parameter based upon the first HR measure and the second HR

measure, identify a seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter

crosses an onset threshold.

[Hill] Additionally, the system may be further configured to identify an end of the seizure

event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses a seizure end

threshold.

[H112] In some respects, disclosed is a computer program product embodied in a computer-

operable medium, the computer program product comprising logic instructions, the logic

instructions being effective to determine a time of beat sequence of the patient's heart,

determine a first HR measure for a first window, determine a second HR measure for a second

window, wherein at least a portion of the first window occurs after the second window,

determine at least one HR parameter based upon the first HR measure and the second HR

measure, and identify a seizure event in response to determining 1) that at least a first HR

parameter crosses an onset threshold, and 2) that at least a second HR parameter crosses an

end of seizure threshold after the first HR parameter crosses the onset threshold.

[H113] Additionally, in some embodiments the first window and the second window are

separated by an intermediate window. The first window, the intermediate window, and the

second window may be time windows or number-of-beat windows.



[H114] In some respects, disclosed is a computer program product embodied in a computer-

operable medium, the computer program product comprising logic instructions, the logic

instructions being effective to determine a time of beat sequence of the patient's heart,

determine a first HR measure for a first window, determine a second HR measure for a second

window, wherein the first window occurs after the second window, and wherein the first

window and the second window are separated by an intermediate window, determine at least

one HR parameter based upon the first HR measure and the second HR measure, and identify a

seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses an onset

threshold.

[H115] Additionally, the instructions may be further effective to identify an end of the seizure

event in response to determining that at least one HR parameter crosses a seizure end

threshold.

[H116] In many embodiments previously discussed, identification of seizures is disclosed in

terms of "heart rate measures" or "heart rate parameters." In some embodiments, calculations

may be performed using heart beat data (e.g., R-R intervals) instead of heart rate data.

Calculations performed for seizure detection may be made using either heart rate data or heart

beat data. Thus, in embodiments involving calculations of "heart rate" measures and/or

parameters, similar or equivalent calculations may be performed using heart beat data, without

determining heart rate. "HR measure" may refer t o an instantaneous HR or may refer to a

statistical measure of central tendency (e.g., a median or an average/mean) in a window (e.g., a

time window or a number-of-beats window).

[H117] "HR measure" may refer to an instantaneous HR or may refer to a statistical measure of

central tendency (e.g., a median or an average/mean) in a window (e.g., a time window or a

number-of-beats window). Parameters such as differences and/or ratios of short and long

windows may be used to provide meaningful indications of changes in the cardiac status of a

patient. Additional parameters, such as duration constraints, may also be imposed to minimize

false positive and/or negative seizure detections. Duration constraints may require, for



example, that threshold crossings be maintained for a defined duration or longer, or must occur

for a defined duration or less.

[H118] The previous description of the disclosed embodiments is provided to enable persons

skilled in the art to make or use the present claimed subject matter. Various modifications to

these embodiments will be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and the claimed subject

matter is not intended to be limited to the embodiments shown herein but is to be accorded

the widest scope consistent with the principles and novel features disclosed herein.

[H119] The benefits and advantages that may be provided by the present claimed subject

matter have been described above with regard to specific embodiments. These benefits and

advantages, and any elements or limitations that may cause them to occur or to become more

pronounced are not to be construed as critical, required, or essential features of any or all of

the claims. As used here, the terms "comprises," "comprising," o r any other variations thereof,

are intended to be interpreted as non-exclusively including the elements or limitations which

follow those terms. Accordingly, a system, method, or other embodiment that comprises a set

of elements is not limited to only those elements and may include other elements not expressly

listed or inherent to the claimed embodiment.

[H120] While the present claimed subject matter has been described with reference to

particular embodiments, it should be understood that the embodiments are illustrative and

that the scope of the claimed subject matter is not limited to these embodiments. Many

variations, modifications, additions and improvements to the embodiments described above

are possible. It is contemplated that these variations, modifications, additions and

improvements fall within the scope of the present disclosure as detailed within the following

claims.



Claims

What is claimed is:

1. A method for characterizing a seizure event in a patient, the method comprising:

determining a time of beat sequence of the patient's heart;

determining a first HR measure for a first window;

determining a second HR measure for a second window, wherein at least a portion of

the first window occurs after the second window;

determining at least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said

second HR measure;

identifying an onset of the seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR

parameter crosses an onset threshold; and

identifying an end of the seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR

parameter crosses a seizure end threshold.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising an intermediate window, where at least a

portion of the intermediate window occurs after the second window and before the first

window.

3 . The method of claim 2, where the first window, the intermediate window, and the second

window are one of time windows and number-of-beats windows.

4 . The method of claim 1,

where the first HR measure is a statistical measure of central tendency of HR in the first

window;

where the second HR measure is a statistical measure of central tendency of HR in the

second window;



where at least one HR parameter is a ratio of the first HR measure to the second HR

measure;

where the at least one HR parameter crossing the onset threshold comprises the HR

parameter being greater than the onset threshold.

5 . The method of claim 4, where the at least one HR parameter crossing the seizure end

threshold comprises the HR parameter being less than the seizure end threshold.

6 . The method of claim 5, where the statistical measure of central tendency of HR in the first

window is a median HR in a foreground time window, and the statistical measure of central

tendency of HR in the second window is a median HR in a background window prior to the

first window.

7 . A system for identifying seizures, the system comprising:

one or more processors;

one or more memory units coupled to the one or more processors;

the system being configured to:

determine a time of beat sequence of the patient's heart;

determine a first HR measure for a first window;

determine a second HR measure for a second window, wherein at least a portion of

the first window occurs after the second window;

determine at least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measure and said

second HR measure;

identify an onset of the seizure event in response to determining that at least one

HR parameter crosses an onset threshold;

identify an end of the seizure event in response to determining that at least one HR

parameter crosses a seizure end threshold.



8 . The system of claim 7, further comp rising an intermed iate window, where at least a portion

of the intermediate window occu rs after the second window and before the first window.

9. The system of claim 8, where the first window, the intermediate window, and the second

window are one of time windows and number-of-beats windows.

10. The system of claim 7,

where the first HR measu re is a statistical measu re of central tendency of HR in the first

window;

where the second HR measu re is a statistical measu re of centra l tendency of HR in the

second window;

where at least one HR parameter is a ratio of the first HR measu re to the second HR

measu re;

where the at least one HR parameter crossing the onset t hreshold co mprises the HR

pa rameter being greater tha n the onset t hreshold.

11 . The system of claim 7, where the at least one HR parameter crossing the seizu re end

t hreshold comprises the HR parameter being less than the seizu re end t hreshold .

12 . The system of claim 11, where the statistical measu re of centra l tendency of HR in the first

window is a median HR in a fo reground time window, and the statistical measu re of central

tendency of HR in the second window is a med ian HR in a backgrou nd window prior to the

first window.

13 . A co mputer progra m product embodied in a computer-opera ble mediu m, the computer

program product com prising logic instructions, the logic instructions being effective to:

determine a first HR measu re fo r a first window in a time series of heart beat data for a

patient;



determine a second HR measu re for a second window, wherein at least a portion of the

first window occu rs after the second window;

determine at least one HR parameter based upon said first HR measu re and said second

HR measu re;

identify an onset of the seizu re event in response to determin ing that at least one HR

pa rameter crosses an onset t hresho ld;

identify an end of the seizu re event in response to determin ing that at least one HR

pa rameter crosses a seizu re end t hreshold .

14. The product of claim 13, further comprising an intermediate window, where at least a

po rtio n of the intermediate window occu rs after the second window and befo re the first

window.

15 . The product of claim 14, where the first window, the intermediate window, and the second

window are one of time windows and number-of-beat windows.

16. The product of claim 13,

where the first HR measu re is a statistical measu re of central tendency of HR in the first

window;

where the second HR measu re is a statistical measu re of centra l tendency of HR in the

second window;

where at least one HR parameter is a ratio of the first HR measu re to the second HR

measu re;

where the at least one HR parameter crossing the onset t hreshold co mprises the HR

pa rameter being greater tha n the onset t hreshold.

17 . The product of claim 16, where the at least one HR pa rameter crossing the seizu re end

t hreshold comprises the HR parameter being less than the seizu re end t hreshold .



The product of claim 17, where statistical measure of central tendency of HR in the first

window is a median HR in a foreground time window, and the statistical measure of central

tendency of HR in the second window is a median HR in a background window prior to the

first window.
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